
After teaching people how to use YNAB for years, 

we’ve found there are a few common questions that 

people need to understand about how we budget.  

We’re sharing them here to help you prepare for 

helping your friends and family.

FREQUENTLY 
ASKED 
QUESTIONS

FAQ



QUESTION 1 
WHY DO I HAVE A RED TO-BE-BUDGETED NUMBER?

ANSWER:

People often think of a budget as a list of expenses, so in an e�ort to “list 
their expenses”, they type down the budget column.  They do not 
understand that the money in the budget is coming from the accounts. 

Make sure they understand Rule One: Give Every Dollar a Job.  It’s critical 
that they understand we’re talking about the dollars you have, not the 
dollars you wish you had. Only budget money you have, and budget it all 
the way down to zero.

It helps if you explain that YNAB is an allocation system, not an 
accounting system or a forecasting system.  We take the money we have 
and allocate it to what we need that money to do.

Everytime money arrives, it’s the same question:  What does this money 
need to do before more money arrives?

RESOURCES THAT CAN HELP:

ARTICLE - Budgeting your money 
VIDEO - Rule One Give Every Dollar a Job 
VIDEO - How to Budget to Zero

https://docs.youneedabudget.com/article/145-budgeting-your-money
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0AlgrXoMks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WK0Ppf4UC60&list=PLq0_N-XTl2yC-fKHM_RqpdrS3Hp8BAeWm&index=14


QUESTION 2 
WHY DO I NEED TO BUDGET EVERY TIME MONEY ARRIVES?

ANSWER: 

Most people think of a budget as something they “set once” and then 
refer to at the end of the month to see what happened.

In reality, budgeting is a process, not a one time “set it and forget” thing.  
They will need to budget every time money arrives.

But it’s important to explain that this is also the power of budgeting.  
With a YNAB budget, you interact with your budget regularly, always 
assessing your priorities and making adjustments.  

Where a static inflexible budget shows you a report at the end of the 
month that tells you where you went wrong, YNAB lets you adjust as life 
unfolds or priorities change.

RESOURCES THAT CAN 
HELP:

ARTICLE - Adding Income
VIDEO - Adding Income

https://docs.youneedabudget.com/article/31-adding-income
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xf0uenbA_yU&list=PLq0_N-XTl2yBs8qUljArQ15pawYgIFjpJ&index=20


QUESTION 3 
WHY CAN’T I HAVE A PLAN FOR THE WHOLE MONTH?

ANSWER:

This question comes from a need to get organized and see the big 
picture.  For someone who’s getting started it’s a really valid need. We 
want to encourage this motivation to get organized.

The best way to do this is to show them how they can create a monthly 
plan by adding a goal to every category.  This is how they create their 
plan for the month. As money rolls in, they will assign dollars to the plan.

There are two parts:

Creating the plan      

Budgeting to the plan.

RESOURCES THAT CAN HELP:

Article - Creating a Budget Template 
Video - Goals
Video - Creating a Budget Template
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https://docs.youneedabudget.com/article/915-budget-template
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j1tqMYI8--k&list=PLq0_N-XTl2yC-fKHM_RqpdrS3Hp8BAeWm&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ceLDC33sc84&list=PLq0_N-XTl2yC-fKHM_RqpdrS3Hp8BAeWm&index=12


QUESTION 4
WHY CAN’T I EVER STICK TO A BUDGET?

ANSWER:

The idea that a budget can be changed is foreign to most folks.  For most 
people, they’ve always heard that you should “stick to the budget!”.  

This is actually a great opportunity to reinforce that changing your budget is 
a smart thing to do. We can’t predict the future—no one can.  It’s far 
better—and smarter— to adapt and adjust in real time.

Think about the question: “Oh my gosh, where’s the money going to come 
from?”  Everyone has asked that question at some point in their lives.  The 
truth is—it’s the right question!  Of course you need to know where the money 
is coming from, but without a budget, it’s impossible to figure that out.

With a budget, it’s crystal clear.  Overspent in groceries?  Take that money 
out of clothing.  Problem solved.  You’re not a failure, you’re a success.

RESOURCES THAT CAN HELP:

ARTICLE - How to Move Money
VIDEO - Rule Three Roll with the Punches 
VIDEO - Covering overspending

https://docs.youneedabudget.com/article/126-moving-money
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bZ-4J0Vfa8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgGKUWTsD8I&list=PLq0_N-XTl2yBs8qUljArQ15pawYgIFjpJ&index=10


QUESTION 5
DO I REALLY NEED TO ENTER ALL MY SPENDING?  I’LL NEVER 
BE ABLE TO KEEP UP WITH THIS.

ANSWER:
People feel overwhelmed at the thought of entering every single transaction, because most people 
have never tracked every transaction before. They just look at the bank balance and if there’s money 
they spend.  

It feels like a tedious and overwhelming task, and they have not been convinced of the value of doing 
it.  Here are some tips to make it less daunting.

Have them connect any bank accounts they can with Direct Import. This will pull in  
transactions automatically a few times a day.

Help them pin the top 5-7 categories they spend from regularly to the top of the mobile  
app, and build a habit of entering those transactions right when they happen.

Explain that YNAB will catch and match duplicates.

Keeping up with your budget is like keeping up with laundry.  If you put it o�, there’s just more to do 
when you finally get to it.  Encourage folks to check and update their budget daily in the first few 
weeks especially.  

Not only will they stay on top of it, but they’re building good habits at the same time.  Some days there 
may not be anything to do if they haven’t spent any money.  These little bite sized sessions with the 
budget help with confidence.

RESOURCES THAT CAN HELP:

ARTICLE - Adding transactions
VIDEO - Pinning Categories on Mobile 
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https://docs.youneedabudget.com/article/32-adding-transactions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1ElvSJRayc&list=PLq0_N-XTl2yDaxLg3UJqbh-a0NQMOr8PW&index=3


QUESTION 6
WHY AM I OVERSPENT IN CATEGORY XYZ?

ANSWER:
A lot of times people set up a budget, then check their account balance to see 
what they can spend.  Encourage them to make spending decisions by checking 
the budget, not the account balance.

Without a budget, your account balance is literally the only info you have to know 
if you can spend, so people have been doing this for years.  
It’s a hard habit to break.

This goes back to the point about a budget not being a set it and forget it tool.  
Once they’ve set things up, make sure they know to check it!  

Reinforce that our accounts are dollars by location, and the budget is dollars by 
job.  It’s “Where is my money?  versus “What is money doing for me?”

Since the budget was created with money you have, there’s no reason not to 
check it, you’re just getting better info.

The mobile apps help with this since your budget is always with you.  Once they 
build this habit, they’ll be in great shape.

RESOURCES THAT CAN HELP:

ARTICLE - Managing Your Budget
VIDEO - Use the Budget to Guide Your Spending

https://docs.youneedabudget.com/article/1290-actively-managing-your-budget
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kn1bvcI7TUI&list=PLq0_N-XTl2yBs8qUljArQ15pawYgIFjpJ&index=2


QUESTION 3 
WHY CAN’T I HAVE A PLAN FOR THE WHOLE MONTH?

ANSWER:

This question comes from a need to get organized and see the big 
picture.  For someone who’s getting started it’s a really valid need. We 
want to encourage this motivation to get organized.

The best way to do this is to show them how they can create a monthly 
plan by adding a goal to every category.  This is how they create their 
plan for the month. As money rolls in, they will assign dollars to the plan.

There are two parts:

Creating the plan      

Budgeting to the plan.

RESOURCES THAT CAN HELP:

Article - Creating a Budget Template
Video - Goals
Video - Creating a Budget Template

QUESTION 7
HOW DO THE ACCOUNTS AND BUDGET INTERACT?

ANSWER:

The accounts screen is separate from the budget screen, so many people 
don’t realize they are connected because they don't visually see a 
connection.  Plus, for many people it’s the first time they’ve used a budget 
that’s funded by money they have.

Teach them that the budget is a di�erent view of the money in your 
accounts.

It’s important for them to understand that money received is categorized as 
“To Be Budgeted” and that categorization sends it over to the budget where 
it waits to be assigned a job.

Similarly, when you spend and categorize that transaction, that removes 
money from not just the account, but the budget as well.

RESOURCES THAT CAN HELP:

ARTICLE -  Unpacking To Be Budgeted 
VIDEO - How Account Impact the Budget

https://docs.youneedabudget.com/article/203-unpacking-to-be-budgeted
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oISt3cK93ak&list=PLq0_N-XTl2yC-fKHM_RqpdrS3Hp8BAeWm&index=2


QUESTION 8
HOW CAN I AVOID DUPLICATE TRANSACTIONS?  IF I ENTER A TRANSACTION 
AND THEN THE BANK IMPORTS IT, THERE WILL BE TWO.

ANSWER:
If they choose to connect their bank, they understandably think that’s all there is to it.  
Since they made a “choice” they often miss you can enter transactions three di�erent 
ways, and you can use them simultaneously.

There are three ways to get transactions into YNAB.  

Direct Import

File Based Import

Enter transactions yourself.

You do not have to pick one.  You can use all three. We like to encourage folks to enter 
transactions themselves for the “out and about” categories, so they are really up to date.  
(Groceries, Gas, Entertainment, Fun Money, Dining Out, etc)

With Direct Import, YNAB won’t import a transaction until it clears the bank and sometimes 
that can take a few days. Sometimes entering yourself is faster.

People then tend to worry about duplication, but you can assure them that A) YNAB will 
match them up! aaaand B) if there are duplicates, they can just delete one.  Easy peasy.

RESOURCES THAT CAN HELP:

ARTICLE - Linking an account 
VIDEO - Linking an account
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https://docs.youneedabudget.com/article/172-link-account
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mz4xWBj8RAg&list=PLq0_N-XTl2yC-fKHM_RqpdrS3Hp8BAeWm&index=3


QUESTION 5
DO I REALLY NEED TO ENTER ALL MY SPENDING?  I’LL NEVER 
BE ABLE TO KEEP UP WITH THIS.

ANSWER:
People feel overwhelmed at the thought of entering every single transaction, because most people 
have never tracked every transaction before. They just look at the bank balance and if there’s money 
they spend.  

It feels like a tedious and overwhelming task, and they have not been convinced of the value of doing 
it.  Here are some tips to make it less daunting.

Have them connect any bank accounts they can with Direct Import. This will pull in  
transactions automatically a few times a day.

Help them pin the top 5-7 categories they spend from regularly to the top of the mobile  
app, and build a habit of entering those transactions right when they happen.

Explain that YNAB will catch and match duplicates.

Keeping up with your budget is like keeping up with laundry.  If you put it o�, there’s just more to do 
when you finally get to it.  Encourage folks to check and update their budget daily in the first few 
weeks especially.  

Not only will they stay on top of it, but they’re building good habits at the same time.  Some days there 
may not be anything to do if they haven’t spent any money.  These little bite sized sessions with the 
budget help with confidence.

RESOURCES THAT CAN HELP:

ARTICLE - Budgeting your money
VIDEO - Rule One Give Every Dollar a Job
VIDEO - How to Budget to Zero

QUESTION 9
DO I HAVE TO ADD MY SAVINGS ACCOUNT? I DON’T WANT 
THAT MONEY IN MY BUDGET.

ANSWER:
People often hesitate to add their savings accounts because they are 
afraid the dollars they are trying to save will get spent on bills or 
groceries. This is understandable.  What helps is they can learn that 
savings dollars need jobs too, and the budget can protect those dollars.

The budget actually protects your saving dollars.  Encourage folks to 
create categories for the things they’re saving for and then to assign 
dollars in their savings account(s) there.  Since they are checking their 
budget before spending, the only way the vacation money gets touched 
is if they are spending it on vacation.

Another point worth making on this:  The more specific people are about 
what they’re saving for, the more successful they are at saving for it.  You 
are far less likely to raid money from a category called “Bahama 
Vacation” than you are to raid money from general savings.

RESOURCES THAT CAN HELP:

ARTICLE - Budgeting Your Savings
VIDEO - Rule Two Embrace Your True Expenses 
VIDEO - Rule Two in Action

https://docs.youneedabudget.com/article/202-budgeting-your-savings
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j07mXYBuBCw&list=PLq0_N-XTl2yC-fKHM_RqpdrS3Hp8BAeWm&index=17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CKYI_sHEEWQ&list=PLq0_N-XTl2yC-fKHM_RqpdrS3Hp8BAeWm&index=18


QUESTION 6
WHY AM I OVERSPENT IN CATEGORY XYZ?

ANSWER:
A lot of times people set up a budget, then check their account balance to see 
what they can spend.  Encourage them to make spending decisions by checking 
the budget, not the account balance.

Without a budget, your account balance is literally the only info you have to know 
if you can spend, so people have been doing this for years.  
It’s a hard habit to break.

This goes back to the point about a budget not being a set it and forget it tool.  
Once they’ve set things up, make sure they know to check it!  

Reinforce that our accounts are dollars by location, and the budget is dollars by 
job.  It’s “Where is my money?  versus “What is money doing for me?”

Since the budget was created with money you have, there’s no reason not to 
check it, you’re just getting better info.

The mobile apps help with this since your budget is always with you.  Once they 
build this habit, they’ll be in great shape.

RESOURCES THAT CAN HELP:

ARTICLE - Managing Your Budget
VIDEO - Use the Budget to Guide Your Spending

QUESTION 10
HOW DO I USE THE CREDIT CARD PAYMENT CATEGORY?

ANSWER:
Most people think of the credit card payment as a bill, like electricity, rent, 
phone, cable, etc.  And that makes total sense if you think about it.  They pay 
that bill once a month.

Instead, have them do this.

They should start by adding their credit card account, and  
then show them how that creates a category for the  

 payment.

Then, they need to understand that you budget for the   
spending, not the bill.  If you happen to use a credit card for  
your budgeted spending, YNAB will move the money to the  
payments category for you, protecting those dollars so   
they’re ready for the payment.

Finally, make sure they understand that interest is a purchase that they 
budget for like anything else.  What did they buy? Time.

RESOURCES THAT CAN HELP:

ARTICLES - Credit Cards and Debt 
VIDEO - Adding a Credit Card
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PENNY WISE

https://docs.youneedabudget.com/category/135-credit-cards-debt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kjq-Ff5a2NQ&list=PLq0_N-XTl2yC-fKHM_RqpdrS3Hp8BAeWm&index=6


QUESTION 7
HOW DO THE ACCOUNTS AND BUDGET INTERACT?

ANSWER:

The accounts screen is separate from the budget screen, so many people 
don’t realize they are connected because they don't visually see a 
connection.  Plus, for many people it’s the first time they’ve used a budget 
that’s funded by money they have.

Teach them that the budget is a di�erent view of the money in your 
accounts.

It’s important for them to understand that money received is categorized as 
“To Be Budgeted” and that categorization sends it over to the budget where 
it waits to be assigned a job.

Similarly, when you spend and categorize that transaction, that removes 
money from not just the account, but the budget as well.

RESOURCES THAT CAN HELP:

ARTICLE -  Unpacking To Be Budgeted
VIDEO - How Account Impact the Budget

SEE YOU SOON!.




